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It is only recently that a pattern of behavior has been more tantamount. A pattern of
behavior in line with organized crime in the Scientific Age. This pattern of behavior can be said
to be an ingrained pattern of behavior that is hard to catch but when spotted can be
frighteningly surreal and deliberate.
Organized crime in the Scientific Age can only be said to be more evolved and elaborate.
With crime elements wide-spread in the Tri-State Area and New England States in the United
States, scattered in Western Europe, prevalent in Latin and Central-America, and isolated
pockets existent in Eastern Europe and South-East Asia and the Polynesian countries including,
Australia and New Zealand, in other words, they are a world-wide criminal element. Crime that
went world-wide in 2002 and has since ravished the planet by causing havoc to many academic
institutions and financial markets. Even then it can be said that this crime element has since
evolved from organize crime to a sophisticated crime ring that involves many, supposedly,
respectable foundations and firms collaborating in organize criminal activity to further their
fame and fortunes.
But why is it so hard to catch this cult? It’s only for two reasons: [1] They are so utterly
famous that it is hard to believe that their mediocre and fraudulent in nature. [2] They are so
benign and silly, with claims of altruism and benevolence, that it is impossible to even believe
that they are capable of horrid acts of hatred and malice.
One way to perceive this criminal element, and its subtle patterns, is to see them as a
more vivid form of a Peoples Temple Cult. A cult so brutal and violent that it ultimately leads
their followers to mass suicide when confronted by the futility of their insignificance.
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The Sociopathic Norm resort to brutal tactics to control each other and others they lure
into the cult. Those brutal tactics amount to: [1] Rape [2] Brainwashing [3] Control [4] Social
Isolation [5] Sex Trafficking [6] Warp and eventually homicide. Warp can be said to be a tactic
in which one destroys a subjects’ sense of dignity by imposing a trick in their cognition in order
to control them.
The attributes of this cult are, as explained, very subtle: [1] Clueless clues. [2] Plagiarists
[3] Racketeering [4] Sycophants and and cronies [4] Memorizers [5] Paperback writers [5]
Genocidal maniacs.
Clueless clues is a behavioral tactic in which the cult leaves clues to those they attempt
to induct or lure into the cult. Clues which are gathered base on a past profile of the subject [or
victim]. When the victim confronts the object that imparts those clueless clues they impose
frequent deniability until admission of those clues leads to a violent response. It is a
sociopathic trait that eventually results in a violent confrontation and the potentially
unfortunate end to the victim.
But what happens when this cult gets caught? It’s very easy to say that they can hide
their pattern of behavior but very hard to see how? When the Sociopathic Norm is expose
usually they are seen as a rabid threat but for strategic purposes they may hide their fraudulent
nature by posing as loving and caring public figures but if only so closely do you realize their
clownish nature. It is then that most may see harmony but in truth it is an insane planet that is
rather strange and chaotic.
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